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**Executive Summary**

For all the hype about electronic payment systems, cash remains by far the world’s most popular mechanism. However, over the past year we have seen an intensification of the discussion about the role of cash in society. Cash has great advantages: it is familiar, simple to use and ubiquitously accepted. However, cash also has downsides. Because cash transactions leave no record, cash plays a critical role in money laundering, tax evasion and terrorist financing.

This debate generates strong feelings, to the extent that it is sometimes depicted as a “war on cash”. Some decry moves to curtail cash usage as an unwarranted encroachment on individual liberty and a manifestation of an over-reaching state. Others see physical cash as a costly remnant of a pre-digital age that we should get rid of as soon as is feasible. Yet it is also possible to hold a position between these extremes: acknowledging the continued value of cash in modern society, whilst seeking ways to curb its misuse.

In 2016 we witnessed a number of policy initiatives aimed at curbing the illicit use of cash. For example, the ECB decided to stop issuing the €500 note due to concerns about its role in illicit finance. India implemented a radical “demonetisation” strategy, abolishing the 500 and 1000 rupee notes in an effort to tackle the scourge of “black money”. Various governments promoted innovative digital payments systems to replace cash, accelerate financial inclusion and reduce benefit fraud.

One less dramatic innovation that has been gradually gaining favour in Europe and a few countries elsewhere is the notion of cash thresholds, legal limits on the size of transaction for which cash can be used. Proponents of cash thresholds see them as a way to constrain the worst abuses of cash for illegal purposes, while causing minimum inconvenience to legitimate users. The logic is that almost all legal usage of cash involves relatively small transaction values, while a high proportion of large value transactions conducted in cash are connected to money laundering, tax evasion, or some other illegal activity. Cash thresholds are therefore seen as a way of making cash less useful to criminals, without reducing its value to law-abiding citizens.

The purpose of this paper is to provide a critical assessment of the case for such cash thresholds, and also to evaluate whether such thresholds should be set at a uniform level across countries. This is a live policy debate within the EU. Some EU countries, such as France, Belgium and Italy, have already introduced cash thresholds, at levels varying between €1,000 and €15,000. In other EU countries, such as Germany, the idea has triggered fierce opposition. Thus far, the arguments for such legislation, at least at EU level, have been largely been framed within the broader objective of implementing a common counter terrorist financing strategy.¹ The arguments against have typically focused on the infringement of privacy and individual liberty and the belief that such thresholds are a step towards eliminating cash altogether. Yet there does not appear to have been much in the way of a considered assessment of the arguments for and against such thresholds looking more broadly

at the potential impact on tax evasion and financial crime, the possible disruption of legitimate economic activity, and taking account of considerations like individual privacy.

The goal of this paper is to provide such an assessment. Our approach has involved a combination of: an in-depth literature review of papers and reports from academics, governmental bodies, law-enforcement agencies, think-tanks and other non-governmental organisations; analyses of available data sources such as payment diary surveys; and interviews with policy experts in governments, central banks, law-enforcement agencies and academia.

We have structured the remainder of this paper in six parts to provide:

1. A summary of the role of cash in financial crime, as an enabler of tax evasion, corruption, terrorist finance and money laundering.

2. An outline of the policy options to curtail the illicit use of cash, to provide context for cash thresholds.

3. An overview of the current status of cash thresholds in Europe.

4. An overview of the current status of cash thresholds elsewhere in the world.

5. Our assessment of the case for uniform cash thresholds.

6. Our conclusions and recommendations.

Our key conclusions can be simply summarised:

- First, while there is very limited hard empirical evidence that cash thresholds are effective in deterring financial crime, there is a robust underlying logic for why cash thresholds should have a beneficial impact in curbing the illicit use of cash. Criminals like cash because it is so widely accepted, anonymous and virtually impossible to track. Cash thresholds make it harder for them to move large volumes of money into or out of the legal economy.

- Second, cash thresholds are likely to have most impact on tax evasion and money-laundering connected to organised crime, but relatively limited direct impact on terrorist finance or petty crime. Cash thresholds make it harder to avoid taxes on large value purchases. Cash-based tax evasion, through avoiding VAT or sales taxes and under-reporting profits, is the largest source of tax evasion in most countries. Cash thresholds also make it much harder and more expensive to launder the cash proceeds of organised crime. Criminals can break up large sums into many smaller transactions (known as “smurfing”), but this is more costly and slower. Cash thresholds would have limited direct impact on terrorist operations since these typically involve relatively low value financial transactions. However, to the extent that cash thresholds impede organised crime, such measures could help undermine the financing of terrorist organisations.

- There appear to be very limited downsides to implementing cash thresholds in terms of the impact on legitimate economic activity or concerns about individual privacy. The overwhelming majority of legitimate cash transactions are below the levels at which cash thresholds would be imposed. High value cash transactions which are not
motivated by some illegal purpose appear to be rare and only relevant to a very small, wealthy proportion of the population. Privacy concerns, while legitimate, seem of less relevance to high value transactions, since a large proportion of transactions of this magnitude require some recording of personal details in any case.

- **Cash thresholds appear to be an attractive policy option for curtailing the illicit use of cash with limited adverse effects or implementation risks.** If set at a level well above the purchase price of most consumer durables, but low enough to capture the purchase of vehicles and luxury items, such thresholds should impact money-laundering and tax evasion with very little inconvenience to law abiding citizens.

- **There is a strong case for making such thresholds uniform in a common currency area, such as the Eurozone, but a much weaker case across countries with different currencies.** There is evidence that the imposition of cash thresholds in the specific Eurozone countries has driven money-laundering transactions into neighbouring countries.

- **It should be possible to generate better evidence of the impact of cash thresholds,** particularly if tracking measures are established as part of the threshold implementation. For example, analysis of VAT returns of sectors involved in high value transactions before and after the imposition of thresholds could provide insights into the impact on tax evasion and money laundering.

Based on these conclusions, **we recommend:**

- The EU should pursue the introduction of a uniform cash threshold, at least within the Eurozone.

- Other countries should consider the introduction of cash thresholds as a complement to existing measures to combat financial crime.

- FATF should catalyse consideration of cash thresholds amongst its members, facilitating the transfer of best practices in implementation and impact analysis.
The Role of Cash in Financial Crime

Despite the advances in electronic payments, cash continues to play an enormously important role in society in facilitating legitimate economic activity. It is still by far the dominant payment mechanism as measured by number of transactions, if not by value. However, there is also clear evidence that cash remains the vehicle of choice for criminal gangs laundering money domestically, regionally and internationally; that cash payments are a primary mechanism of tax evasion and that cash plays a key role in terrorist finance. This should be no surprise. From a criminal perspective, cash offers an unbeatable set of attributes: as Sands et al and Rogoff describe in two 2016 publications, the fact that cash transactions are universally accepted, irreversible, and anonymous, while leaving no transaction record, makes them superior not only to all types of bank transactions, such as credit cards or wire transfers, but also to Bitcoin and gold. Figure 1 below compares the key attributes of payment options from a criminal’s perspective.

### FIGURE 1

Attributes of different payment mechanisms from a criminal perspective

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Payor/ payee anonymity</th>
<th>Lack of traceability</th>
<th>Ubiquity of acceptance</th>
<th>Immediacy of value transfer</th>
<th>Irreversibility of value transfer</th>
<th>Value constancy</th>
<th>Transaction cost/spread</th>
<th>Physical convenience</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bank transfer</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Needs payor and payee to have bank accounts</td>
<td>Typically 1-3 days</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Variable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non bank wire transfer</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Through agent</td>
<td>Increasingly real time</td>
<td>Sometimes</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Variable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bitcoin</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Very limited</td>
<td>Instant</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Extremely volatile</td>
<td>Extremely low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gold</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Limited</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Volatile</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diamonds</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Very limited</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Volatile</td>
<td>Very high</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cash</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Accepted everywhere</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Sands et al, “Making it Harder for the Bad Guys,” p. 10

---

2 Ibid

The advantages of cash from a criminal perspective are well described in Europol’s report, ‘Why is Cash still King?’, which was published in 2015 and is arguably the most authoritative law enforcement literature on the topic of how criminal groups use cash to facilitate money laundering, both in Europe and globally. Europol’s report succinctly explains the link between crime and cash, stating that ‘cash in itself is not a method of laundering the proceeds of crime, nor is it an illegal commodity; rather it is an entirely legal facilitator which enables criminals to inject illegal proceeds into the legal economy with far fewer risks of detection than other systems.’ The anonymity of cash and the fact that it leaves no transaction record are key to the widespread use of cash in money laundering. As Europol’s most recent Serious and Organised Crime Threat Assessment states, cash smuggling is still identified as one of the main ways in which money is laundered in Europe.

The Financial Action Task Force (“FATF”) is the global standard-setter and international authority on the effective implementation of legal, regulatory and operational measures to tackle money laundering and counter terrorist financing. In its October 2015 report, ‘Money Laundering Through the Physical Transportation of Cash’, FATF acknowledges that cash is ‘still the preferred method of settlement for goods and services for billions of people in the world today’. FATF notes that these transactions are for the most part legitimate, and that people like to use cash for many reasons, ranging from ease of use, universal acceptance, cultural considerations and weaknesses in banking infrastructure in some countries and regions.

However, like Europol, FATF also highlights the role of cash in money laundering. FATF estimates the amount of money laundered annually through the smuggling of cash across international borders to be ‘between hundreds of billions and a trillion US dollars per year.’ To put this figure in perspective, the total value of cash outstanding in the world amounts to about US $4 trillion. Thus, despite widespread legitimate use, a significant proportion of the world’s physical cash, and particularly of high denomination bank notes, is being used for illicit purposes.

Much of the recent focus on illicit financial flows in Europe has focused on terrorist finance. In the “Communication for the Commission to the European Parliament and the Council on an Action Plan for strengthening the fight against terrorist financing,” the European Commission notes the use of cash in terrorist finance. Cash plays a role in funding terrorist operations, where anonymity and the lack of a transaction record help terrorists evade detection. Cash also plays a role in organised crime activities—such as participation in drug and human trafficking—and secret donations that fund terrorist organisations.

---

5 Ibid, p. 9
8 Ibid
10 Ibid, Executive Summary
Less prominent in the political debates about cash, but of huge relevance to governments’ fiscal positions, is the role of cash in tax evasion. In most countries, cash-based tax evasion is a primary driver of the “tax gap” – the difference between the tax flows the tax system should theoretically yield versus what the government actually receives. For example, in the EU, lost tax revenues from VAT evasion amount to around €160bn per year. Much of this is through customers paying for goods and services in cash, which is often either unreported or underreported. Evidence suggests that smaller businesses in both the U.S. and Europe, and even more in the developing world, underreport a significant proportion of their cash revenues to avoid VAT or sales taxes and to understate profits and thus reduce corporate tax. Payment of wages in cash also enables employers to avoid social insurance charges and employees to avoid income tax. Unsurprisingly, when the U.S. Internal Revenue Service sought to improve tax compliance through more extensive auditing, they primarily targeted “self-employed workers who deal largely in cash,” even when the overall focus of the crackdown was on higher-income individuals.

Some would argue that the huge social benefits cash provides in facilitating everyday economic activities in the legitimate economy overwhelm the negatives of cash, in terms of its role in enabling illicit activities like money laundering, terrorist finance and tax evasion; and therefore that proposals to eliminate or even reduce the use of cash are misplaced. Yet this perspective misses a crucial difference between the legal and illegal uses of cash. While there are differences between countries, reflecting history and cultural traditions, payment diaries and surveys conducted by central banks indicate that law-abiding citizens almost always use cash for smaller transactions, increasingly switching to other payment mechanisms such as credit and debit cards, checks, and bank transfers as transaction values increase. In most countries, the majority of people would make large transactions (e.g., over €1000) using a non-cash payments instrument. Equally most people hold their savings, not in cash but in bank accounts or forms of mutual funds.

By contrast, criminals hold, move and transact large volumes in cash. Of course there is a lot of petty illegal activity conducted in cash, such as small bribes and the underreporting of tips but, unlike in the legal world, criminals also use cash for large transactions and to hoard and move their illicit gains. As countries continue to strengthen anti-money laundering (AML) policies for the banking sector, many criminals find it increasingly difficult to effectively launder ill-gotten proceeds from crime through traditional techniques. Purchases of high-value goods offer illicit actors the ability to integrate their cash into the legitimate economy without raising AML flags. This is why high denomination bank notes are disproportionally used for illegal activities and why a significant share of large cash transactions are likely to be connected to illicit activity.

---

Given this skew in usage patterns, it seems logical to focus efforts to curb the illicit use of cash on measures that make it harder to move, store and transact large volumes. Eliminating high denomination notes or imposing cash thresholds makes it harder for criminals to use cash to conceal large cash volumes whilst minimising the impact on the legitimate use of cash.

**Policy Options to Curb the Illicit Use of Cash**

To assess the case for cash thresholds, it makes sense to examine other policy options. Recent measures taken to curtail the illicit use of cash largely reflect this focus on large transactions and the movement and storage of large volumes of cash.

**Eliminating High Denomination Notes**

In May 2016, the European Central Bank (ECB) announced that the €500 note would no longer be issued from the end of 2018, due to ‘concerns that the banknote could facilitate illicit activities’.\(^\text{16}\) This impetus for this decision sprang from the intense desire within the EU to take decisive action on terrorist financing following the Paris attacks. The logic of ending the production of high denomination notes such as the €500 was set out in “Making it Harder for the Bad Guys: the case for Eliminating High Denomination Notes” by Sands et al. in February 2016 and was also strongly supported by Europol.\(^\text{17}\) The essence of the argument is that high denomination notes are increasingly rarely used for legitimate purposes, but heavily used by criminals since they enable large sums to be moved, stored and transacted covertly. Whilst not the highest value bank note in the world (for example, the SING$ 5000 and CHF 1000 are more valuable) the €500 has by far the largest outstanding stock (worth over €300bn) and there is ample evidence of its use in drug trafficking and other crimes.

It is worth noting that the ECB has adopted a very gradual approach to removing the €500 note. Issuance will continue until 2018 and the €500 note will remain legal tender indefinitely. As yet there appear to be no plans to accelerate withdrawal from circulation of the existing stock once issuance ends. Such an approach minimises the risk of inconvenience to legitimate users of the €500 note, but also undermines the potentially disruptive impact on criminal business models.

**Imposing Reporting Requirements on Bulk Cash Movements**

Whilst relatively few countries have introduced cash thresholds, many have well established reporting requirements for cash transactions of certain types and values. Some countries have thresholds that apply only to transactions conducted with financial institutions, whereas others address high-value purchases from retailers and other businesses. Such reporting requirements have a dual purpose: first, they provide a record of such transactions to financial intelligence units and other law enforcement agencies; and second, by the very fact of requiring such a record, they make it more difficult for criminals to launder cash.


There are well established mechanisms requiring the declaring and reporting of large cross-border flows of cash. In the Eurozone €10,000 or equivalent must be declared, and elsewhere in the world the threshold is typically US$10,000. However, the efficacy of such reporting requirements can be questioned for two reasons: first, huge volumes of cross-border cash smuggling continues undeclared; and second, even where declarations are made, and reports filed, there is usually little action. This is partly because in some jurisdictions there is no legal basis for further investigation, and partly because of the sheer volume of such reports. In the US, for example, the Financial Crimes Enforcement Network (“FinCEN”) received almost 16 million reports on cash transactions over $10,000 in 2006.18 Financial intelligence units like FinCEN struggle to process such volumes. Moreover, most financial intelligence units are designed to assist in criminal investigations, but not to conduct investigations themselves; in the case of FinCEN, reports are received and processed, but there is no capacity to investigate until they are approached by another law enforcement agency, like the FBI.19 In addition to the overwhelming volume of reports, there is the problem that there is nothing inherently illegal about using significant amounts of cash. Thus, were law enforcement and tax agencies to seek to build criminal cases on currency transaction reports, they would need far more information than is typically given on such a report.

Reporting requirements for large volume domestic cash transactions vary by jurisdiction. In some countries, companies using high volumes of cash are designated High Value Dealers (“HVD”) and are subject to specific reporting requirements. Such regulations vary in scope and efficacy. For example, in the UK, any business that accepts cash payments over £15,000 must register as a HVD and carry out anti money laundering checks. However, even the UK Government’s National Risk Assessment on Money Laundering and Terrorist Financing suggests the true number of businesses accepting payments of over £15,000 is higher than the number of businesses which have registered.20 A November 2015 Transparency International report, entitled ‘Don’t Look Won’t Find’, examined the UK’s AML regime and specifically highlighted the luxury goods sector and HVDs as an area of weakness.21 The luxury goods sector submits a remarkably low number of Suspicious Activity Reports to authorities.22 In the EU, the forthcoming Fourth Anti-Money Laundering Directive23 requires those receiving €10,000 or more to declare the transaction, with the logic that large cash payments are ‘highly vulnerable to money laundering and terrorist financing.’24

Banks are also required to identify suspicious cash transactions, such as repeated large volume deposits or withdrawals, using sophisticated transaction surveillance systems to generate alerts. Where further investigation suggests an alerted transaction could be linked to money-laundering, the bank is obliged to file a Suspicious Transaction Report (“STR”). Whilst an STR can yield valuable

19 Ibid
20 HM Government, National Risk Assessment on Money Laundering and Terrorist Financing (Oct 2015) p.59; see UK Money Laundering Regulations 2007, s. 3(12)
22 Ibid, p. 57
24 Ibid, (6)
intelligence, it is widely recognised that this system is fairly ineffective. There are two fundamental problems. First, the sheer volume of alerts and STRs overwhelms the capacity of law enforcement agencies. Most STRs are not investigated. Second, STRs are generated from the transaction data of individual banks, rather than from data pooled across banks. Sophisticated criminals disperse their transactions across multiple banks to avoid arousing suspicion. These issues are particularly acute with cash transactions since – unlike with transactions through bank accounts- it is impossible to piece together the trail of transactional activity.

**Promoting Electronic Alternatives to Cash**

Alongside measures to constrain the use of cash, many countries have actively supported the development of electronic alternatives, such as contactless cards, mobile payment systems, or electronic benefit disbursement schemes. By actively promoting alternatives to cash, governments both reduce the appeal of paper currency while also bolstering financial inclusion in order to minimise the potential negative effects of policies to reduce the value of cash to criminals. Many national and local governments now provide transfer payments to citizens exclusively through electronic means, with some, like Denmark, providing free bank accounts and debit cards in order to ensure low-income unbanked households are able to access their funds.

Sweden has arguably done more than any other country to encourage the adoption of electronic alternatives to cash. Sweden has one of the lowest levels of cash outstanding relative to GDP (at 1.8%, compared to 10.1 % for the Eurozone and 7.4% for the United States) and cash usage is declining as consumers and businesses increasingly use electronic alternatives for all types and sizes of payments.25 The Riksbank, Sweden’s central bank, announced in November 2016 that it hopes to be the first major central bank in the world to launch its own digital currency, the ekroner.26 After eliminating Sweden’s highest-denomination note (the 1,000 krona note, worth approximately €105), the government also smoothed the transition to electronic payments through measures like distributing card-reading devices to churches and homeless people to enable them to receive donations.27 Denmark has similarly seen demand for cash decline, facilitated in part by the introduction of Mobile Pay, a mobile app that enables Danes to make payments to businesses or other individuals.28

These developments are not limited to highly developed countries. In Kenya it has become the norm to make payments using mobile-money, with The Economist reporting in 2015 that more than two-thirds of the adult population use the system M-PESA, with an annual transaction volume equivalent to 25% of GDP.29 The suite of demonetisation efforts in India has included measures to promote

---

28 Ibid.
29 The Economist, "Why does Kenya lead the world in mobile money?" (2 March 2015), <http://www.economist.com/blogs/economist-explains/2013/05/economist-explains-18>
The opening of bank accounts and has led to a surge in the use of various electronic payment platforms.30

The logic here is ultimately to render cash unnecessary by ensuring that consumers and businesses have access to a wide range of flexible payment and value storage options with minimal transaction costs. Take-up of such systems varies enormously from country to country, reflecting differences in technology, culture and incentives. However, it is increasingly true that viable electronic alternatives to cash exist in almost all markets, including the developing world.

**Pursuing a Multi-Pronged Approach**

The most far-reaching of recent initiatives to stop the illicit use of cash and accelerate the switch to electronic payment methods has been India’s “demonetisation” programme, launched in November 2016. This combined the abrupt withdrawal of the 500 and 1000 rupee notes as legal tender, with the imposition of cash reporting limits, cash thresholds and the accelerated roll out of electronic payment schemes. While it is too early to judge the full impact of these dramatic interventions to tackle “black money”, it appears that they have triggered a significant shift towards electronic payment alternatives, but at considerable cost and disruption, particularly for the more impoverished who rely on the informal economy.31 Both the strategy and execution seem somewhat flawed. Removing India’s highest value bank notes, the 500 and 1000 rupee notes, only to replace them with a 2000 rupee note seems illogical. The short timeframe for withdrawal plus limited availability of alternatives (other denominations or electronic), plus the lack of preparedness of the banks exacerbated the disruption.

**Imposing Cash Thresholds**

Set against these policy options, cash thresholds, the subject of this paper, look to be a relatively low risk, yet potentially effective option for constraining illicit cash usage. Cash thresholds are often seen as politically easier to implement than eliminating high denomination notes, and potentially less disruptive to legitimate cash usage, but more effective than simply imposing incremental reporting requirements on banks or HVDs. However, despite having being introduced in a few countries in Europe and elsewhere, cash thresholds are often overlooked as a policy option. In the remainder of this paper we describe the current status of cash thresholds in Europe and elsewhere in the world, then offer a considered assessment of their merits and of the case for adopting consistent thresholds across countries.

---

30 Wade Shepard, “After Day 50: The Results from India’s Demonetization Campaign Are In,” *Forbes* (3 Jan 2017), <https://www.forbes.com/sites/wadeshepard/2017/01/03/after-day-50-the-results-from-indias-demonetization-campaign-are-in/2/#f7622a64e63>

Current Status of Cash Thresholds in Europe

As Figure 2 shows, twelve EU member states have already implemented cash thresholds at various levels. In the wake of recent terrorist attacks there is increasing discussion about whether a uniform threshold should be imposed across the EU. Europol has recommended that all EU member states consider 'the introduction of common cash payment thresholds' in order to tackle the prevalence of money being laundered through the cash purchase of high value items. Europol cites the thresholds enacted by Spain, Italy, Greece and France as good practice. In a similar vein, the EU Counter Terrorist Finance Action Plan envisages examining the case for EU-wide restrictions on cash payments above a certain amount.

FIGURE 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EU Member State</th>
<th>Cash Transaction Limit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Belgium</td>
<td>EUR 3,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bulgaria</td>
<td>9,999 Leva (approx. EUR 5,110)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Croatia</td>
<td>EUR 15,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Czech Republic</td>
<td>CZK 350,000 (approx. EUR 14,000)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td>EUR 1,000 (Residents)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>EUR 10,000 (Non-Residents)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greece</td>
<td>EUR 1,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>EUR 2,999.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poland</td>
<td>EUR 15,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portugal</td>
<td>EUR 1,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Romania</td>
<td>RON 10,000 (approx. EUR 2,260)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slovakia</td>
<td>EUR 15,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain</td>
<td>EUR 2,500 (Residents)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>EUR 15,000 (Non-Residents)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Most recently the European Commission published a ‘Proposal for an EU initiative on restrictions on payments in cash’ on 23 January 2017. This initial impact assessment positions the matter as a potential legislative initiative that will inform Commission planning in 2018. In setting out this proposal, the Commission argues that lack of harmonisation across EU member states allows criminals and terrorist financers ‘to bypass the restrictions by moving to the Member States, which have not introduced any restrictions, while still conducting their illegal activities in the “stricter” Member State.’ Whilst acknowledging that the imposition of a uniform cash threshold would have a potentially disruptive impact on some sectors of the economy, the Commission believes that the potential negatives would be mitigated by the fact that cash usage across Europe is declining as more citizens use non-cash payment mechanisms more regularly. According to ECB figures for 2015, each EU inhabitant had an average of 1.5 payment cards and the number of card transactions rose

---

32 Ibid, 36
33 The limits imposed by each of these states can be found in the table in Part B.
34 EU CTF Action Plan
36 Ibid, p. 2
by 11.5% to 53 billion, with a total value of €2.6 trillion. The Commission also contends that the impact on efforts to combat both money laundering and tax fraud would be positive.

However, any move towards uniform cash thresholds in the EU would need to overcome the sharp disparities between member states in usage and attitudes towards cash. These are clearly revealed in the cross-country comparison of payment diary survey data published by the ECB in June 2014. Although there has been a ‘breath-taking transformation’ in the use of non-cash payment methods across Europe, cash remains heavily used in some countries, such as Austria and Germany. In these countries consumers prefer to use cash across all transaction value quartiles (from low value to high value payments) in stark contrast to countries like The Netherlands or France, as shown in Figure 3 below, which is taken from the ECB’s 2014 study on consumer cash usage.

Figure 3: Consumer Payment Choice by Transaction Value
(in Australia, Austria, Canada, France, Germany, Netherlands, United States)

Note: Quartiles represent the distribution of transaction values within each country, and thus cover different ranges of dollar/euro values for each country (e.g., for the United States, Quartile 1 includes transactions of US $0 to $12.30, Quartile 2 includes transactions of $12.31 to $22.70, Quartile 3 includes transactions of $22.71 to $39.80, and Quartile 4 includes transactions of more than $39.80).

---

38 Ibid (29), p.5
40 Ibid, p. 47
There is significant divergence across EU member states on cash thresholds. In some EU countries, such as France, Belgium, Spain and The Netherlands, cash thresholds appear to be widely accepted and relatively uncontroversial, partly because there is widespread adoption of electronic payment instruments, particularly for larger transactions, and partly because of the consensus around the need to take action to counter illicit finance. In others, such as Germany, there is much more debate about them. In countries like the UK there has been scarcely any debate about the concept.

**France**

France has been a leader within the EU on many aspects of the debate on actions to constrain the illicit use of cash, with a particular focus on tackling terrorist finance. Following the January 2015 terrorist attack in Paris, France introduced a €1000 cash threshold, with the French Minister of Finance, Michel Sapin, asserting as the reason that ‘low-cost terrorism feeds on fraud, money laundering and petty trafficking.’\(^{41}\) In order to minimise the potential harm to tourism, the threshold for foreign visitors was set at €10,000.\(^{42}\)

**Belgium**

Belgium first introduced a cash threshold, set at €15000, in January 2004. The level was reduced to €5000 in April 2012 and to €3000 in January 2014. However, legal enforcement only began in 2011, and before enforcement the ban was poorly observed. While there has been no overall assessment of impact, through their enforcement activities the Belgian authorities have seen many cases of attempts to hide the origin or destination of the money. This includes money laundering, including from the drug trade, tax fraud and trading in stolen jewels. Belgium has also witnessed some diversion of illicit activity to other countries.\(^{43}\)

**Germany**

Germany has seen perhaps the most vocal opposition to the introduction of cash thresholds. In February 2016, when the German Government proposed the introduction of a €5,000 limit, political parties across the spectrum and the leading German daily newspaper, *Bild*, protested against the move.\(^{44}\) Experts within the country are sceptical of the benefits of such a threshold; with the economist Friedrich Schneider of Linz University telling *Die Zeit* newspaper that a ban on cash transactions would only reduce illegal labour by 2-3%.\(^{45}\)
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More recently, the case for introducing cash thresholds has again arisen, with the German Customs Investigation Bureau (“GCIB”) revealing in a study that Germany has become a more popular destination for those seeking to launder money due to cash thresholds elsewhere in Europe.46 Enforcing a cash threshold is supported by German Finance Minister, Wolfgang Schäuble, with a spokeswoman for the German finance minister stating that the recent GCIB study demonstrates that there is a ‘suction effect’.47 Yet while Schäuble is in favour, the issue is far from uncontroversial with other members of his party, the Christian Democratic Union (CDU) and its sister party, the Christian Social Union (CSU). CSU financial policy expert Hans Michelbach has bristled at the idea of being ‘patronised by the government’ and has referred to the cash limit as ‘the stuff of the devil’.48 Such language indicates the intense emotions informing the debate. Many in Germany see restrictions on the use of cash as unwarranted restrictions on individual liberty and the policy objective of shifting transactions to electronic means as dangerously threatening to individual liberty.

Italy

The political dynamics of cash thresholds in Italy offer a striking contrast. Prime Minister Mario Monti introduced a cash threshold of €1,000 in December 2011, ostensibly to curb tax evasion.49 Monti wanted a ‘revolution’ in the way Italians thought about and conducted cash payments.

However, in 2015, then-Prime Minister Matteo Renzi introduced legislation to raise the threshold to €2,999, a move met with fierce resistance from anti-corruption campaigners in the country.50 The reasons for this move were ostensibly to encourage the use of cash in the country in an attempt to spur spending during the country’s recession.51 This decision was highly controversial, even within his own government, 52 as it was seen as emblematic of the government’s declining commitment to combatting tax evasion and the informal economy.53

The cash threshold was increased despite indicative evidence54 that the €1,000 limit was having a beneficial impact on curtailing the illicit use of cash within Italy, a country with a much larger underground economy than many of its EU counterparts (official estimates suggest the informal economy constitutes about 17% of total GDP.55 Whilst the estimated size of the UK’s non-observed economy is 2.3% of GDP and France, 6.7% of GDP.)56 Banca d’Italia analysis underscores the role of
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52 The Paypers, ‘Italy: Renzi raises cap on cash use to EUR 3,000’ (15 October 2015), <http://www.thepayers.com/payments-general/italy-renzi-raises-cap-on-cash-use-to-eur-3-000-761745-27>
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55 Ibid, p. 5
cash in organised crime and corruption and suggests that the cash threshold has had an impact on syndicate money laundering, reducing the usage of high denomination notes.\textsuperscript{57}

**Switzerland**

Outside the EU, in January 2016 Switzerland introduced a cash threshold of CHF 100,000 (approx. €94,000),\textsuperscript{58} arguably too high to have any impact on combating financial crime. This perhaps reflects Swiss ambivalence on the topic, which is also reflected in continued issuance of the CHF 1000 note.

Although there are persistent differences in cash usage, the divergence of attitudes towards cash thresholds across Europe appear more of a reflection of cultural and historical differences about the role of cash than hard facts about the nature of large value cash transactions.\textsuperscript{59} Reflecting on the differences in spending habits of different nations, economist Charles Goodhart emphasises the need to take account of cultural differences, introducing measures like cash gradually and perhaps initially at a higher level than would be ideal, with a view towards reducing them over time.

**Current Status of Cash Thresholds Elsewhere in the World**

Outside Europe, there are relatively few examples of countries that have instituted cash transaction thresholds. Jamaica, Mexico, Uruguay, and India have mandated hard thresholds on the amount of cash that can be used in certain types of transactions. Israel, Russia, and Vietnam have proposed legislation to do the same. Although it is difficult to measure the impact of these measures, these cases—and the debate that has surrounded them—are instructive.

**Jamaica**

In 2013, Jamaica amended its Proceeds of Crime Act to prohibit cash transactions over 1,000,000 Jamaican dollars (approximately US $8,000).\textsuperscript{60} This limit was selected after a debate in the Parliament, during which the originally proposed J$500,000 was increased (but not to the alternatively proposed J$2,000,000) in order to accommodate the alleged day-to-day cash needs of many small and medium-size businesses.\textsuperscript{61} During the debate, the government argued for the need to create a paper trail in order to facilitate tax collection, as well as to reduce the ability of criminals to transact. Many in the opposition argued that this would force individuals and small businesses to absorb fees for a wide range of bank services, which had previously been avoided by using cash.\textsuperscript{62}

\textsuperscript{57} In an interview with author (5 January 2017)
\textsuperscript{59} In an interview with author (19 January 2017)
\textsuperscript{60} The Jamaica Star, ‘Legal eagle: There is a limit to cash transactions’ (15 August 2016), <http://jamaica-star.com/article/features/20160815/legal-eagle-there-limit-cash-transactions>
Since this policy was adopted, there have been several cases of individuals prosecuted for violating the threshold, indicating that enforcement is possible, even in relatively less developed contexts.63

**Mexico**

In 2013, Mexico introduced two thresholds for cash payments: 500,000 pesos (approximately US $25,000) for real estate transactions, and 200,000 pesos (approximately US $10,000) for automobiles, luxury goods, and lottery tickets.64 The law also requires real estate brokers and other cash recipients to report the form of payment for transactions above the limit to the country’s Specialized Unit in Financial Analysis. This law follows a 2010 limit on foreign exchange cash transactions, the effects of which were likely limited by both the relative ease with which cash moves over the U.S./Mexican border, as well as the relatively high level of cash usage in the Mexican economy (for example it is reported that it is ‘routine to see all-cash purchases of high-end items such as real estate, airplanes, horse farms and expensive art’65). While opposition has been limited, there has been some questioning of whether this limit is legal according to previously adopted Mexican law guaranteeing no restrictions on the use of the peso note.66

The combination of the foreign cash thresholds (which keep more illicit cash outside of the formal banking sector) with the cash transaction threshold stands to reduce significantly the value of cash to illicit actors. Importantly, Mexican and U.S. officials see their ability to impede illegal cash flows across the border as very limited.67 The 2013 restrictions, assuming they are enforced effectively, may have some significant impact on the ability of criminals to use illicit funds, particularly in the purchase of real estate. There is some anecdotal evidence that the law has affected the real estate market in Sinaloa, a state notorious for its affiliation with a major cartel, where real estate brokers, jewellery stores, and car dealerships all reported significant decreases in sales after the law’s introduction in 2014 (although there was also a significant decline in the value of the peso that year).68 However, given the relatively high threshold (approximately equal to per capita GDP for the non-real estate limit), there is likely still substantial activity taking place with illicit cash.
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Uruguay

Uruguay introduced a US $5,000 limit on cash transactions in 2015 as part of a Financial Inclusion Law designed to increase transparency, improve financial access, and strengthen government finances. The law was accompanied by other measures to boost the adoption of cashless payments, including a requirement for both taxes and salaries to be paid electronically by 2017. So far, these measures seem to have been successful at reducing cash transactions without cutting off citizens’ access to payments. A side benefit appears to be an expected boost to bank lending stemming from an increase in peso deposits and electronic transaction volumes. There appears to be relatively little opposition to the limit, perhaps due to the accompanying measures which increase financial inclusion (as well as the belief that most high-value cash payments in Uruguay are conducted by visitors from neighboring countries, such as Argentinean real-estate purchasers). However, despite improvements to the anti-money laundering regime such as the cash limit, there are still serious concerns regarding the laundering of funds from transnational crime in Uruguay, illustrating the need for effective enforcement of such policies.

India

As part of the broader “demonetisation” strategy and following the recommendation of a Special Investigation Team appointed by the country’s Supreme Court, India’s Finance Minister, Arun Jaitley, proposed a ban on all cash transactions above 3 lakh (300,000 rupees, or approximately US $4500) effective 1 April 2017. India’s recent ‘demonetisation’ push has thus far focused on attempting to rid the country of ‘black money’ by invalidating older-series 500 and 1000 rupee (approximately US $7.50 and US $15, respectively) notes. Compared to the note invalidation, the proposed cash threshold has been received more favourably, in large part because it imposes fewer direct costs on low-income rural Indians, given that the limit is set at a relatively high level (well over twice per-capita GDP). However, many rural farmers are concerned that they will not be paid for their crops, since they often do not know or trust their buyers and checks do not provide the same assurance as

70 Uruguay: 2014 Article IV Consultation Staff Report https://books.google.com/books?id=kpd8CAAAQBAJ&pg=PA25&lpg=PA25&dq=uruguay+cash+transaction+limit&source=b&ots=e39CPeV9YD&sig=-1c8eAVPUT9DzWq7Tvq19d0Pyo&hl=en&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwjr3Y30p6TSAhXn24MKHTx6CLQ4ChDoAQg1MAU#v=onepage&q=uruguay%20cash%20transaction%20limit&f=false
74 The Times of India, ‘Ban on cash transaction over Rs 3 lakh good; cash holding limit could have been better: SIT’ (1 February 2017), <http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/india/ban-on-cash-transaction-over-rs-3-lakh-good-cash-holding-limit-could-have-been-better-sit/articleshow/56914336.cms>
cash.\textsuperscript{75} On the other hand, there is concern that the limit has been set at a level that is too high to be effective at targeting either tax evasion or laundering of ill-gotten funds.

**Russia**

In February 2017, Kremlin spokesman Dmitry Peskov indicated that Russia is likely to introduce cash thresholds, following the lead of other countries. Despite Deputy Prime Minister Igor Shuvalov’s statement in January that such limits were ‘pointless’, senior Russian officials now seem supportive of the idea that a transaction limit could reduce tax evasion and money laundering.\textsuperscript{76}

**Assessing the Case for Uniform Cash Thresholds**

In this section we assess the case for imposing uniform cash thresholds by: first, assessing the case for cash thresholds; and second, the case for setting uniform thresholds across different countries. We then examine some of the counter-arguments made against cash thresholds.

**The Case for Cash Thresholds**

Whilst there is anecdotal evidence of the beneficial impact of cash thresholds in curtailing financial crime there is little in the way of hard data to prove their efficacy. This is not surprising, since cash transactions cannot be directly measured. We cannot directly record either the baseline of illicit transactions above the threshold level, nor the reduction through imposition of the threshold. However, the lack of compelling empirical evidence should not undermine the case for imposing such thresholds. We would make four points in favour of cash thresholds:

1) **There appear to be very limited downsides to imposing such thresholds**

   a. In all countries, the overwhelming majority of cash transactions are for small values, so cash thresholds will make very little difference to most individuals’ use of cash on an every day basis. Looking at data from payment diaries and surveys across various countries, it becomes clear that while payments in cash dominate lower-value transactions, preference for cash decreases as transaction value increases.\textsuperscript{77} In the ECB’s 2008 payment survey, one of the only analyses that considers very high-value payments, there is a sharp drop-off in reported use of cash between purchases in the €200-1000 range (with 20\% of respondents using cash, on average) and purchases of more than €10,000 (with 4\% of respondents using cash, on average).\textsuperscript{78} The ECB survey confirms the degree of variation between countries: while no French respondents report using cash for purchases of more than €10,000, 10\% of
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Austrians claim to use cash for these purchases (compared to 29% using cash for purchases in the €200-1000 range). While these numbers indicate that there is likely some legitimate high-value activity taking place in cash, the sharp drop-off illustrates that there is a relatively limited set of legitimate consumers opting to use cash for such large purchases. The ECB attributes some of this activity to limits on card usage imposed by some consumers’ banks. Rogoff argues that these payments are likely encouraged by business owners in order to circumvent VAT payments; he also notes that in the nine years since these surveys, there has likely been further penetration of electronic payments in all these countries.\(^79\)

**Figure 4:** Survey data on cash usage at different value thresholds in Europe

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Percentage of survey respondents always or often using cash for different kinds of purchases, by country</th>
<th>Average</th>
<th>BE</th>
<th>DE</th>
<th>ES</th>
<th>FR</th>
<th>IT</th>
<th>LU</th>
<th>NE</th>
<th>AT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Purchases less than €20</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Purchases between €30 and €100</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Purchases between €200 and €1000</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Purchases over €10,000</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Source: ECB, “The Use of Euro Banknotes” (2011)*

b. In almost all countries, convenient and cost-effective electronic payment alternatives are available for larger value payments. In the advanced economies, credit and debit cards, bank transfers and checks are readily available, certainly for those with the resources to be buying goods or services valued in the thousands of dollars or euros. Whilst payment surveys do not appear to capture this fact, because high value payments in cash are typically too rare to register, it is likely that a very small proportion of individuals are making high value payments in cash (and an even smaller proportion for legitimate reasons). Even in Germany and Austria, the countries in Europe most attached to cash, consumers report relatively low use of cash (between 30 and 40%) for transactions in the highest value quartile (of all transactions), compared to over 90% for transactions in the lowest two quartiles and around 80% for those in the third quartile.\(^80\) The lower end of transaction value in the highest quartile ranges from US $25.30 in Australia to US $35 in France to US $42.60 in Germany (in other words, 75% of all transactions fall below these amounts), a fraction of current or proposed cash thresholds. Moreover, even in Germany, consumers’ perceived acceptance of non-cash payments also increases - from 28% in the first quartile to 87% in the highest quartile – which suggests that if forced to use non-cash
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\(^{79}\) Rogoff, *The Curse of Cash.*

\(^{80}\) Bagnall et al., “Consumer Cash Usage.”
payments for the much larger sums envisaged for cash thresholds, the vast majority of consumers would be content. Combining these points the argument for there being a very limited downside looks compelling: large transactions (e.g. >€2000) represent a tiny proportion of overall transactional activity; few people use cash for such transactions and electronic alternatives are readily available.

c. We also contend that these arguments hold force when considering business-to-business transactions, not merely consumer-to-business payments. The ECB’s 2008 payment survey underscores the relative unimportance of cash for businesses’ expenditures, with 38% of companies not paying any expenses in cash. Of those who report any cash expenditure, two-thirds report spending less than €1,000 per month in cash, and an additional 27% report spending between €1,000 and €10,000 in cash per month. Since these amounts are monthly totals that likely include many small transactions, the indication is that few businesses in Europe, if any, are making legitimate cash payments that would exceed the proposed thresholds.

d. Whilst some argue against imposing such thresholds on the grounds that this will compromise individual privacy, since prohibiting the use of cash will make it more difficult to make large value purchases anonymously, many of the goods and services an individual buys over a figure such as €2,000 or €3,000 involve some kind of record or title in any case. It is worth considering what individuals purchase for a figure over this magnitude. Apart from very high-end luxury goods, such as fashion and jewellery, individual purchases over such a figure typically relate to the purchase of vehicles (e.g. cars, motorcycles), rent payments, property, flights and holidays, construction services or other personal services such as medical care. For most people, these are infrequent purchases and usually involve some kind of title, insurance or contract.

2) **There is a strong argument that imposing such thresholds will disrupt money laundering and tax evasion.**

a. There is plenty of evidence from law enforcement agencies that criminals use large value cash purchases to launder money, buying consumer durables and property that are then resold legitimately and co-mingling illicit funds with legal income. Whilst cash thresholds do not prevent large volume money laundering, they do make it more costly and inefficient since criminals will have to disaggregate their funds into smaller amounts (known as “smurfing”). Cash thresholds will not deter criminals who are presumably already comfortable with breaking the law, but will deter retailers or other legitimate business who are unwitting accomplices to money-laundering (or willing to turn a blind eye but not to be actively involved). Law enforcement officials in countries that have imposed such thresholds believe they are having a positive impact. International law enforcement agencies such as Europol and FATF argue in favour.
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b. There is significant evidence of consumers, retailers and other suppliers using cash payments to avoid tax, particularly VAT and other sales taxes. Indeed the VAT cash gap for the EU amounts to roughly €160bn per year.\(^83\) With VAT levels at around 20% in many EU countries, the incentives for such evasion are very powerful. Moreover, payments received in cash to avoid VAT will not be recorded in the recipient business’ accounts and thus contribute to understating of profits for corporate tax purposes. The imposition of cash thresholds will not impact low level tax evasion of this kind, but will affect big ticket cash based tax evasion. In fact, analysis of VAT receipts for the sectors of the economy most directly affected by cash thresholds (e.g., luxury goods, construction, second-hand cars) before and after their imposition might yield useful insights into the impact of thresholds. We are not aware of any such analyses having been conducted, but believe this is an avenue worth pursuing. Indeed it would make sense to set up the data collection for such analyses as part of the implementation of thresholds. (We have set out our initial thinking on this approach in Appendix A).

3) **Cash thresholds can complement other measures to curb the illicit use of cash.**

a. In some jurisdictions, cash thresholds may be politically easier to implement than the elimination of high denomination notes, particularly where these are seen to have historical or symbolical significance. In jurisdictions where both policies are pursued, cash thresholds will help accelerate the withdrawal from circulation of the outstanding stock.

b. Cash thresholds may largely replace the onerous and ineffective reporting requirements imposed on HVDs. If large cash transactions are prohibited, then there is no longer a need to report on them.

c. Cash thresholds will stimulate sectors providing high value goods and services to ensure ready availability of non-cash payment mechanisms. In most cases, these are already present, but removing the cash option will force banks and retailers to tackle any remaining impediments (such as ad valorem merchant pricing of credit card transactions, which is sometimes cited as a reason luxury good retailers prefer cash)

d. Cash thresholds will force large value transactions onto electronic payment mechanisms, where they can be recorded and tracked. As a senior specialist in Financial Intelligence at Europol put it, cash thresholds will have an impact on combatting financial crime: either by stopping the transaction, or by enabling law enforcement to access records that trace the origin and beneficiary of funds.\(^84\)

4) **Cash thresholds can be initially calibrated to minimise any perceived downside risk, then reduced over time**

a. Whilst there is no precise science to setting the threshold level, it makes sense to establish it at a value that is greater than most everyday purchases, including consumer durables


\(^84\) In correspondence with the authors (6 March 2017)
such as televisions and clothing, but low enough to capture vehicles, property and luxury goods. In advanced economies this will be in the low thousands of dollars and euros.

b. Setting the initial threshold at a relatively high number, such as €3,000, will minimise any perceived risk of negative consequences (at the expense of being less effective in disrupting financial crime). If combined with the kind of impact analysis suggested in Appendix A, plus potentially the introduction of reporting requirements for cash payments at a lower level (e.g., €2000) an evidence base can be built to support reducing the threshold over time.

Taking these considerations together, we would argue that there is a strong case for imposing cash thresholds. However, we would make one caveat. While cash thresholds are likely to be effective in disrupting criminal money laundering and tax evasion, they are unlikely to have much of a direct impact on terrorist finance. Terrorist operations typically involve relatively small transactions that would not be affected by the threshold. Yet cash thresholds might have an indirect impact on the financing of terrorist organisations to the extent that these rely on organised crime and money laundering.

The Case for Setting Uniform Thresholds across Countries

While differentiated policies between countries always present a risk of regulatory arbitrage, with undesirable activity moving from more restrictive jurisdictions to those that are laxer, the Eurozone presents a unique challenge in the case of cash thresholds. Given the relative ease with which people and capital move between countries within the Eurozone, inconsistent cash thresholds have limited impact in reducing the value of cash to criminals (although potentially some impact on tax evasion). Criminals looking to launder cash by making large value cash purchases will simply take their euros to a country without a cash threshold. Hence the European Commission focus on uniform cash thresholds.

There is evidence that this concern is merited. According to a recent report of Germany’s Customs Investigation Bureau obtained by Handelsblatt, “cash derived from illegal transactions is increasingly brought to Germany from other countries that have cash limits.” The study’s findings were confirmed by the German Finance Ministry, which called it a “suction effect,” as well as by the Bundesbank. While the legitimate use of cash in Germany remains higher than in many other European countries, there is also extensive money laundering through high value cash payments. The Finance Ministry contends that illegally obtained cash is widely used to purchase houses, fine art, cars, and other luxuries. In an effort to introduce a threshold that somewhat reduced the
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opportunities for arbitrage, but acknowledged the opposition, the Finance Ministry proposed a threshold of €5,000. However, this was rejected.  

From the other perspective, the Belgian authorities have seen evidence that the imposition of cash thresholds has displaced money laundering from Belgium to elsewhere.  

**Potential Counter-Arguments Against Cash Thresholds**

A number of counter-arguments are made against the imposition of cash thresholds. These fall into four main categories: 1) by forcing consumers to use non-cash payments for some transactions, cash thresholds reduce consumer freedom and impinge on privacy; 2) cash thresholds will have very limited impact because criminals will continue to break the law; 3) there are certain groups of people who would be disproportionately harmed by cash thresholds; and 4) electronic payment methods can be more expensive than cash for certain types of large transaction.

In several countries, particularly Germany, Austria, and the United States, opposition to cash thresholds is primarily based on the argument that they reduce both freedom and the right to privacy. For example, in 2016, German MP Konstantin von Notz tweeted that “cash allows people to remain anonymous during day-to-day transactions. In a constitutional democracy, that is a freedom that has to be defended.” We accept that this sentiment has some legitimacy, but transactions above €2,000 or €3,000 are far from “day to day.” Cash thresholds will not affect the vast bulk of transactions. Such thresholds will constrain the small number of consumers who would prefer to use cash and thus remain anonymous when making large purchases. However, for most legitimate high-value transactions complete privacy is not maintained, even if the payment is made in cash. In the cases of automobiles and real estate, for example, purchasers are required by law to transfer the title to their name, thereby eliminating anonymity. For many other high-value purchases, such as art and jewellery, consumers opt to insure the items involved, sacrificing privacy in pursuit of security. It seems hard to argue that there is an indisputable right to privacy when it comes to making purchases, and it seems reasonable for the government to put some thoughtfully calibrated limits on this anonymity when there is a compelling case for doing so. Reducing the ability of criminals to launder significant sums of illegally gains or stopping tax-evading businesses from concealing substantial revenues, would appear to be two such compelling reasons.

The second set of arguments against cash thresholds contends that they are not likely to be effective at reducing crime: because such measures target people who are already comfortable breaking the law, there is little reason to assume that they will not continue to do so in order to evade the threshold. Though legitimate, this line of argument ignores a major reason why thresholds are likely to be effective: many businesses unknowingly launder funds on behalf of criminals. If criminals are laundering money by purchasing high-value items from perfectly legitimate businesses (e.g., high-end jewellery stores and art dealers) using illicit cash, thresholds will have an impact by prohibiting these law-abiding businesses from accepting substantial sums of cash. For the retailer, it
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is one thing to turn a blind eye to the possible origins of the cash used in an otherwise perfectly legitimate transaction, quite another to break a legally binding threshold by accepting the cash. Moreover, enforcement should not be too difficult: either regularly, on a sample basis, or on demand, firms could be asked to demonstrate corresponding electronic transactions for every customer transaction over the threshold level.

In the case of tax evasion, cash thresholds require tax-evading businesses to abide by a new law in addition to the tax codes they are already violating. While it is reasonable to question whether they will comply, there is reason to believe adhering to a cash threshold will be different from reporting cash income to tax authorities. Whereas cash revenues are notoriously difficult to monitor by authorities, it is relatively easy for law enforcement to observe violations of a cash threshold. Moreover, while in many countries it is commonly accepted practice for small businesses to underreport cash receipts, violating a criminal law of this kind would represent a more serious violation that many small businesses might be reticent to engage in.

The third type of argument involves the potential that cash thresholds could have disproportionate impacts on several groups of people, notably low-income unbanked households and foreign tourists. Yet unlike some policy options to curb the illicit use of cash, thresholds would appear to be relatively less burdensome on these groups. Low-income households are the least likely to be making high-value purchases, and thus should be relatively unaffected by this policy. If they are unbanked due to their income (rather than ideology), making a high-value purchase is a reasonable occasion for joining the formal banking sector. For lower-value transactions, or simply holding cash, thresholds have no impact. Foreign tourists will be subject to the same regulations regarding the amount of cash they are able to bring into and out of the country, as well as any limits on foreign exchange that may exist. While foreign tourists would be subject to the same threshold as local citizens, and therefore may be unable to make large payments in cash, we do not see this as likely to be a particularly serious limitation in advanced economies, given the prevalence of electronic payment options. In any case, it is possible to create a different threshold for non-residents as Spain and France have done. However, the risk with creating such a carve-out is that it creates a potential loophole to be exploited by organised crime.

The fourth set of arguments relates to the relative costs of making large transactions in cash. Here the contention is that in some circumstances it can be more expensive for the customer or retailer to use an electronic alternative, creating a perfectly legitimate reason for them to prefer to use cash. While there are considerable methodological difficulties in making like-for-like comparisons between the system-wide costs of cash versus electronic alternatives, a number of studies conclude that from the perspective of the system as a whole, cash can be more costly.\(^\text{91}\) However, it is true that
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circumstances can arise where for a specific transaction; the actual or perceived costs could be lower for cash. The most commonly cited example is the ad valorem merchants fee for making credit card payments, which at typical levels of (2-3%) can represent a significant sum on a high value purchase. Jewelers sometimes cite this as a reason for preferring cash. Yet while less explicit, the full costs of receiving cash, including handling and counting, “shrinkage” and bank deposit fees are typically similar or higher. Yet there may be a case in some countries for the authorities to encourage cut-offs or tapering of ad valorem fees to remove this consideration.

Conclusions and Policy Recommendations

Cash thresholds represent a pragmatic way to tackle the illicit use of cash with very limited downsides. Our key conclusions can be simply summarised:

- While there is very limited hard empirical evidence that cash thresholds are effective in deterring financial crime, there is a robust underlying logic for why cash thresholds should have a beneficial impact in curbing the illicit use of cash. Criminals like cash because it is so widely accepted, anonymous and virtually impossible to track. Cash thresholds make it harder for them to move large volumes of money into or out of the legal economy through transactions with legitimate actors.

- Cash thresholds are likely to have most impact on tax evasion and money-laundering connected to organised crime, but relatively limited direct impact on terrorist finance or petty crime. Cash thresholds make it harder to avoid taxes on large value purchases. Cash-based tax evasion, through avoiding VAT or sales taxes and under-reporting profits, is the largest source of tax evasion in most countries. Cash thresholds also make it much harder and more expensive to launder the cash proceeds of organised crime. Criminals can break up large sum into many smaller transactions (known as “smurfing”), but this is slower and more expensive. Cash thresholds would have limited direct impact on terrorist operations since these typically involve relatively low value financial transactions. However, to the extent that cash thresholds impede organised crime, such measures could help undermine the financing of terrorist organisations. Petty crime and tax evasion would be largely unaffected by cash thresholds.

- There appear to be very limited downsides to implementing cash thresholds in terms of the impact on legitimate economic activity or concerns about individual privacy. The overwhelming majority of legitimate cash transactions are below the levels at which cash thresholds would be imposed. High value cash transactions which are not motivated by some illegal purpose appear to be rare and only relevant to a very small, wealthy proportion of the population. Privacy concerns, while legitimate, seem of less relevance to high value transactions, since a large proportion of transactions of this magnitude require some recording of personal details in any case.

- Cash thresholds therefore appear to be an attractive policy option for curtailing the illicit use of cash with limited adverse effects or implementation risks. If set at a level
well above the purchase price of most consumer durables, but low enough to capture the purchase of vehicles and luxury items, such thresholds should impact money-laundering and tax evasion with very little inconvenience to law abiding citizens.

- **There is a strong case for making such thresholds uniform in a common currency area, such as the Eurozone, but a much weaker case across countries with different currencies.** There is evidence that the imposition of cash thresholds in the specific Eurozone countries has driven money-laundering transactions into neighbouring countries. Where countries have different currencies, the case for harmonisation seems less compelling since arbitraging the differences would require cash to cash currency conversion.

- **It should be possible to generate better evidence of the impact of the implementation of cash thresholds,** particularly if the tracking measures are established as part of the threshold implementation. For example, analysis of VAT returns of sectors involved in high value transactions before and after the imposition of thresholds could reveal the impact on tax evasion and some indicators of impact on money laundering.

Based on these conclusions, **we recommend:**

- **The EU should pursue the introduction of a uniform cash threshold, at least within the Eurozone.**

- **Other countries should consider the introduction of cash thresholds as a complement to existing measures to combat financial crime.**

- **FATF should catalyse consideration of cash thresholds amongst its members, facilitating the transfer of best practices in implementation and impact analysis.**

Money laundering, terrorist finance and tax evasion impose huge costs on society. While by no means a “silver bullet”, cash thresholds represent a practical and relatively low risk policy tool to help tackle this problem. Compared to other measures taken to tackle financial crime, such as the imposition of anti-money laundering regulations and penalties on banks, the establishment of Financial Intelligence Units, or the elimination of high denomination bank notes, cash thresholds have received much less policy attention. This needs changing. While we concede that there is very limited hard evidence of beneficial impacts, we believe cash thresholds are an attractive policy option, complementing other actions taken to curb financial crime, and with very limited downsides.
Appendix A

Strengthening the Case for Cash Thresholds with Data Collection

Although it is difficult—for obvious reasons—to see directly the effects of cash limits in publicly available data, it is possible to hypothesize what the data would reveal were cash thresholds to have their desired impact. Focusing specifically on data from tax agencies, using either VAT/sales tax reports and/or receipts, one should expect to be able to test three hypotheses: 1) for firms that accept high-value cash payments and underreport revenues to avoid taxes, a cash limit should increase tax receipts; and 2) for firms that accept high-value cash payments from illegitimate (or unknown) sources, a cash limit should lead to a decrease in tax receipts; and 3) for most firms and most transactions there should be no change in tax receipts (this would underline our argument that there should be minimal impact on most citizens’ economic lives).

The first hypothesis focuses on firms that like to receive high-value cash payments to reduce their tax burden. They may encourage customers to pay in cash by offering some sort of incentive, which may be explicit or informal. Common cases include consumer-facing small businesses like residential contractors, auto repair shops, and small jewellery stores. By underreporting cash income, which is particularly common for small businesses, such firms reduce the amount they pay in VAT or sales tax (and ultimately in corporate income tax). If a cash threshold is imposed, we should expect to see an increase in reported large transactions and an increase in VAT or sales tax.

The second hypothesis focuses on firms that allow for high-value cash payments from customers who wish to be anonymous or to disguise the origins of their money—in other words, firms that knowingly or unwittingly facilitate money-laundering. Some of these firms may overlap with those in the first category, but some may be entirely legitimate and fully reporting their income for tax purposes. Examples would include luxury car dealers, large jewellery companies, art dealers, and in some jurisdictions, real estate brokers. Since illicit customers—many of whom are cash rich and unable to launder funds elsewhere—would no longer be able to pay for high-value items fully in cash, we should expect some decrease in large transactions and thus in VAT and sales tax. However, such firms might experience an increase in cash transactions under the threshold level.

The third hypothesis focuses on firms that receive very few high value purchases, or already receive most high value payments via electronic means. These firms should see relatively little change.

Our view is that it should be possible to construct sample-based analysis to complement overall statistics, to build a much richer picture of the impact of cash thresholds. Tax authorities typically have access to highly granular data reflecting the reported sales of individual businesses and sectors of the economy, and are therefore well-positioned to work with financial intelligence units before and after the implementation of a cash threshold to design and manage this analysis.

---
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